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the report, I will be gladly available to clarify the ins and outs. 
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------------------------------------- 
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Executive Summary 

 

Internship is an essential part of BRAC University BBA program. As per the requirement of the 

BRAC University I have performed 90 days or three months internship which has helped me to 

improve my potentiality in the practical field. I achieved the opportunity to prove the 

potentiality, which has been given by the Prime Bank Ltd. to commence my internship in the 

Ring Road Branch. As per the requirement of the internship program I have to prepare a report 

on the Prime Bank Limited with a specific topic. I was assigned in the “General Banking 

Division” so I have chosen “General Banking Activities of PBL" as my Project topic. This report 

is based on practical working experience at The Prime Bank Limited as a part of internship 

program. Prime Bank Limited is a private commercial bank in Bangladesh. It was established on 

April 17, 1995. It is now one of the banks in Bangladesh which follows international standard in 

Banking and Finance, the bank today serves its customers usefully and collecting funds from the 

surplus units of the economy in the form of deposit and mobilize deposit to the deficit units of 

the economy in the form of credit. The noble intention behind starting this bank was to bring 

about qualitative changes in the sphere of banking and financial management. Today The Prime 

Bank Limited serves its customers with 140 branches within the country. 
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Introduction 

 

Banks are the most important financial institutions in a modern economy. They are an integral 

part of modern economic activities. They help accelerate the pace of development process by 

securing uninterrupted supply of financial resources to people engaged in numerous economic 

activities. The banks act as financial intermediaries i.e. mobilization of funds from small 

depositors and allocate them to entrepreneurs for investments. Though initially the major 

function of banking was to mobilize savings and transfer them to entrepreneurs, over the time 

they have come to perform a number other functions as well. In addition to offering their 

services for safe custody of money and other valuables, they also offer demand deposits, easy 

transfer of money, letters of guarantees, collection of utility bills and loans for consumer 

durables and investments. Thus the operation of banks is vital for any economy. The Bangladeshi 

banking industry has been growing for the last three decades. The number of banks operating 

within the industry has increased by ten folds over the years. Currently there are 55 scheduled 

banks that are operating in Bangladesh. For a growing economy like Bangladesh, efficient 

operation and growth of these banks are vital. 

 

As a bank, Prime Bank Limited (PBL) also provides the above services. It is a well-known Bank 

in our country and has gained firm confidence in the minds of its clients within a short period of 

its operation. The success is primarily attributed to prompt and bold decision-making, efficient 

and cordial services, economic use of resources and introduction of new financial products and 

technologies. The PBL has been widely acclaimed by the business community, from small 

entrepreneurs to large traders and industrial conglomerates, including the top rated corporate 

borrowers for forwarding-looking business outlook and innovative financing solutions. Thus 

within this very short period of time it has been able to create an image for itself and has earned 

significant reputation in the country‟s Banking Sector as a bank with vision. 
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Objectives of the study 

 

The main objective of the report will be to provide an overview of the “General Banking 

Activities of Prime Bank Limited‟‟- a study on Ring Road Branch with fulfilling the requirement 

of BBA program.  However, the objective behind this study is something broader. Objectives of 

the report are summarized in the following manner- 

 

1. To analyze the general banking activities of Prime Bank Limited (PBL). 

2.   To identify problems related to general banking activities of PBL. 

      3.   To make some recommendations to solve the problems of PBL. 

 

Methodology of the study 

 

 

Figure: Structure of Sources of Data 

Primary Data  

 Face to face conversation with the respective officials of the bank. 

 Practical work exposures on different desks of the branch 

 Collection of relevant information from various departments.  
 

Secondary Data 

Secondary data sources can be identified as follows- 

1. Internal Sources 

 Bank‟s annual reports 

 Manuals & Ciruclars of PBL 

 Files and documents of the Branch 

 Desk report of the related departments  

 Website of PBL 
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2. External Sources 

 Relevant books, journals, newspapers and different newsletters 

 Publications regarding banking function, products and services 

 Bangladesh Bank report 

 Websites 

 

Rational of the study 

This report is broadly organized into two broad parts. The first part is an overview of the 

organization itself. The second part concentrates on the assigned topic “A study on the “General 

Banking Activities” of Prime Bank Limited. Finally it includes the evaluation of findings, 

recommendation and conclusion to make understood the scope of General Banking Activities 

with its constrain PBL.  

 

Origin of the Report 

This report is originated as the academic requirement of the BBA program at BRAC 

University. As the practical orientation is an integral part of the BBA degree requirement, I 

worked with the Prime Bank Limited to take the real life exposure of the activities of banking 

and financial institutions. An  intern must carry out a specific project, which is assigned by the 

concerned organization and approved by the  Department of Business Administration, BRAC 

University consequently a report based on the project is to be submitted to the department. 

 

Limitations of the study: 

 

The major limitations I faced while preparing the report are mentioned below: 

  Bank‟s policy of not disclosing some data and information for obvious reasons.  

 Secondary sources of data relating to the banking industry in Bangladesh are very limited 

as sufficient books, publications and journals were not available. 

 All required information is not available in one branch and there is also limited 

opportunity to visit more than one branch. 

 Twelve week is a very short period to scrutinize all the activities of all department of a 

leading banking company like PBL. Lack of experience in internship report writing. 
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Historical Background of Prime Bank Ltd 

 

The declaration of the Government's far sighted decision to allow banks in the private sectors to 

play its due role in the economy of Bangladesh, have started the process of creating new and 

dynamic financial institutions. Prime Bank Limited is such an institution. The emergence of PBL 

in the private sector is an important event in the banking arena of Bangladesh. Prime Bank Ltd. 

entered the Bangladesh banking industry in April 1995 with the firm commitment of excellence 

in customer service with a difference. As a second generation bank it has been an industry 

pioneer in providing innovative products, superior service quality, having a strong ethical 

governance and professional corporate culture. Its vision remained to be the best private 

commercial bank in Bangladesh in terms of efficiency, capital adequacy, asset quality, 

profitability along with strong liquidity. 

 

Prime Bank Ltd. has a large and well distributed network of branches in Bangladesh. It has 122 

branches and 18 SME branches covering strategic financial centers. It has 3 Off-shore banking 

units at different EPZs in Bangladesh. It has fully owned exchange houses at Singapore and UK 

facilitating to serve non-resident Bangladeshi customers living in Singapore and United 

Kingdome. It has a fully owned finance company in Hong Kong which provides foreign trade 

financing services to its client. It has active presence in the country‟s capital market through 

Prime Bank Investment Limited and Prime Bank Securities Limited. 

 

Prime Bank offers a wide range of financial products and services which include commercial 

banking through both conventional banking and Islamic banking mode, merchant and investment 

banking, SME & retail banking, credit card and Off-shore banking. It plays leading role in 

Syndicated & Structured Financing as well. It has expertise in corporate credit and trade finance 

and has successfully made extensive market penetration with continuous growth in corporate, 

commercial and trade finance sectors. 

 

The bank has been enjoying a good streak of ratings from the country‟s two most significant 

rating agencies – CRISL and CRAB. As per CRISL ratings, Prime Bank has a long term rating 

of “AA” and short term rating of “ST-2”. In terms of CRAB ratings, the long term rating of 
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Prime Bank Ltd. “AA2” and the short term rating is “ST-2”. The bank has earned an outlook 

status of „Stable‟ from CRAB. 

 

Head Office 
Adamjee Court Annexe - 2, 119-120, Motijheel C/A, 

Dhaka.  

Industry Banking & Financial Services 

Year of Incorporation 1995 

Legal Status Public Limited Company 

Listing Information Dhaka & Chittagong Stock Exchange 

Network Size 140 Branches 

 

Prime Bank Limited has been licensed by the Government of Bangladesh as a scheduled Bank in 

the private sector in pursuance of the policy of liberalization of banking and financial services 

and facilities in Bangladesh. In view of the above, the PBL has, within a period of 20 years of its 

operation, achieved a remarkable success and always met up capital adequacy requirement set by 

Bangladesh Bank. 

 

Division of PBL (Ring Road Branch) 

 

A. General Banking & Deposit Management: 

1. Account opening and KYC procedures. 

2. Issuance of DD/TT/PO/FDR. 

3. Inter-bank Transaction, OBC/IBC. 

4. Account section. 

5. Clearing Section. 

6. It Section. 

7. Foreign Remittance 

 

B. Credit Department: 

1. Credit Proposals Processing Procedures. 

2. Documentation and Loan Disbursement Procedures. 

3. Overview on all returns. 
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Organizational Chart 
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Organogram of Ring Road Branch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vision and Mission of Prime Bank Limited 
 

 

 

Vision  

 

To be the best Private Commercial Bank in Bangladesh in terms of efficiency, capital adequacy, 

asset quality, sound management and profitability having strong liquidity. 

 

 

 

Vice President (VP) 

Assistant VP (General Banking) Assistant VP (Foreign Exchange) 

First Assistant VP 

Assistant VP (Credit) 

Senior Executive Officer 

Executive Officer 

Principal Officer 

Officer 

Junior Officer 

Trainee Assistant Officer 
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Mission 

 

To build Prime Bank Limited into an efficient, market-driven, customer focused institution with 

good corporate governance structure.  

Continuous improvement of our business policies, procedure and efficiency through integration 

of technology at all levels. 

 

Corporate Philosophy 
 

 For Customers:  

 To provide the most courteous and efficient service in every aspect of its 

business. To be innovative in the development of new banking products and 

services. 

 For Employees:  

 By promoting their well-being through attractive remuneration and fringe 

benefits. 

 By promoting good staff morale through proper staff training and 

development, and provision of opportunities for career development. 

 For Shareholders 

 By forging ahead and consolidating its position as a stable and progressive 

financial institution. 

 By generating profits and fair return on their investment. 

 For Community 

 By assuming our role as a socially responsible corporate citizen in a tangible 

manner. By adhering closely to national policies and objectives thereby 

contributing towards the progress of the nation.  

 By upholding ethical values and best practices. 

 Constantly seeking to improve performance by aligning our goals with 

stakeholder‟s expectations because we value them. 

 

Efforts are focused on delivery of quality services in all areas of banking activities with the aim 

to add increased value to shareholders investment and offer highest possible benefits to their 

customers. 
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General Banking Activities of PBL 
 

General banking is the starting point of all the banking operations. It is the department, which 

provides day-to-day services to the customers. Main Functions of general banking department 

are the followings: 

 

Account Opening Section 

 

 Account Opening 

To build Banker and customer relationship, Account opening is the first step. Opening of an 

account binds the Banker and customer into contractual relationship. But selection of customer 

for opening an account is very crucial for a Bank.  

 

Prime Bank Ltd. opens the following accounts 

 

 
 

The procedure for opening a general account is provided below -   

 

Step1: Bank provides account opening form to the prospective customer or applicant. 

Step 2: Applicant fills up the form. 

Step 3: Application submits the form dully signed by an introducer and along with 2 passport 

size photo signed by the introducer.                                                            

Step 4: The authorized officer scrutinizes the application form. 

Step 5: If they are satisfied, they will open the account. 

Step 6: They issue deposit slip and deposit must be made it. 

Step 7: After deposition one checkbook is issued Signature card to verify the signature of the 

client. 

Step 8: Bank preserves the specimen. 

Step 9: Account is opened. 

Accounts 
Opening 

Remittance Clearing Cash 

Savings 
Account 

Current 
Accounts 

Fixed Deposit 
Receipt (FDR) 

Short Term 
Deposit (STD) 

Accounts 

Term Deposit 
Accounts 
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 Closing of an Account 

 

An account holder can close his/her account any time he wants in order to terminate banker-

customer relationship. He must make an application mentioning his intention to close his/her 

accounts and he/she must also deposit the unused leaves of the cheque book.  

 

After verifying the genuineness of the application bank closes the account but Tk. 50/- for 

savings and Tk. 100 for current account is charged as closing fees. The operation of the 

account might be ceased by the bank side also due to the following reasons: 

 

 Notice given the customer himself. 

 Death of customer. 

 Customer insanity or insolvency. 

 Order of the court / Injunction of the court. 

 Garnishee Order 

 

 Various Types of Deposit Account 

 

PBL offers following types of Deposit Accounts: 

 

 

 

Current Deposit 
Account  

Saving Deposit 
Account  

Fixed Deposit 
Account  

Double Benefit 
Deposit Scheme  

Family Maintenance 
Deposit 

Advance Benefit 
Deposit Scheme  

Special Savings 
Scheme  

School Banking  
Educational Planning 

Deposit Scheme  
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Savings Bank Account 

 

This account has been designed and developed for savers who want to save their income. There 

are restrictions of withdrawal in both amount and frequency. 

 

 Saving account minimum TK. 500.00  

 Rate of Interest: 6.00% 

 Savings Account may be opened in the name of 

 Individual (Single). 

 Two or more individuals (joint) who are not partners. 

 Minor jointly with Natural / Legal Guardian. 

 

 Required Documents 

 Name of applicant(s) together with name(s) of parents and spouse(s). 

 Present and Permanent Address. 

 Date of Birth. 

 Nationality. 

 TIN (if any). 

 Duly attested photocopy of valid Passport / Employer`s Certificate / ID Card 

Driving Lichens /National ID Card / Chairman of Union Parishad. 

 Two copies of recent passport size Photographs of account holder duly attested by 

the Introducer. 

 One copy of Passport Size Photograph of Nominee duly attested by the Account 

Holder. 

 Copies of Utility Bills, viz. Electricity Bill / Land Phone bill /Cell Phone Bill / 

Gas Bill / WASA Bill, etc. in the name of applicants. 

 

Current Deposit Account 

 

Prime Bank Limited offers customers current deposit facility for day-to-day business transaction 

without any restriction.  
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 Interest Rate : Nil 

 Cheque-book facility  

 Types of Current Deposit Account 

 Individuals 

 Two or more persons jointly 

 Sole Proprietorship  

 Partnership Firms 

 Limited Companies (Both Public and Private) 

 Societies / Clubs / Associations / Local Bodies Banks 

 

Fixed Deposit Account 

 

Prime Bank Limited offers deposit of fixed amount of money from the customers for a fixed 

period of time with interest under the term plan time to time.  

 

 Less than one year but not more than one year. 

 Any amount can be deposited. 

 Fixed Deposit Account can be opened in the name of 

 

 Individual (Single). 

 Two or more persons (joint). 

 Sole Proprietorship Concern. 

 Partnership Concern (Firm). 

 Limited Companies (both Public and Private). 

 Society / Club / Association / Local Bodies / Govt. / Semi 

 Govt. Organization, etc. 

 

 

Special Noticed Deposit Account 

  

Prime Bank Limited offers interest on customer's special notice deposit account and gives 

facility to withdraw money any time. 
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 Attractive Interest Rates 

 Customer has to notify 7 days before withdrawing money. 

 Cheque Book with every SND account is a must. 

 Minimum Balance Fee : NIL 

 Incidental Charge Ledger Fee: NIL 

 Service Charge: NIL 

 Account Maintenance Fee: Maximum BDT 600.00 Only (half yearly basis) 

 Account Closing Fee: Maximum BDT 300.00 Only. 

 

Double Benefit Deposit Scheme (DBDS) 

 

Dreams come true. Prime Bank Limited now offers Double Benefit Scheme for its customers. 

The benefits under this scheme shall become double after 7 years. 

 Give maximum benefit. 

 Help in meeting specific needs like education, marriage etc. 

 Deposit becomes double in 7 years. 

 Seven Years effective interest rate is 10.42%. 

 Other benefits : 

 Minimum amount of deposit is BDT 10,000.00(Ten Thousand) or its multiples. 

 All taxes/duty/levy and /or any other surcharges presently in force or that may be 

imposed by the Government 

 In case of premature encashment interest will be paid on Saving A/C Rate. 

 Loan may be granted up to maximum 80% of the deposited amount but minimum 

principle amount must be BDT 20,000.00. 

 Loan processing fee be realized BDT 50.00 only and usual stamp costs also be 

realized. 

 

Family Maintenance Deposit (FMD) 

 

 Help the retired persons for investing their retirement benefits. 

 Create investment opportunities for Non-Resident Bangladeshi. 

 Explore investment opportunities for school, college, university etc. 
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 Give investment opportunities for Trust; Foundation etc. 

 Deposit a fixed amount of money for a minimum tenure of 03 (Three) year to a 

maximum tenure of 05 (Five) years. 

 Depositor will get a certain sum of money in each month proportion to his/her deposit 

during the entire tenure. 

 Minimum amount of required deposit is TK.50,000.00 or its multiple 

 

Rates 

Deposit Monthly benefits (Amount in TK.) 

For Every TK.50,000.00 TK. 450.00 

 

 Other features  

 

 The Minimum amount of deposit is BDT 50,000.00 or its multiples. 

 All taxes/duty/levy and /or any other surcharges presently in force or that may be 

imposed by the Government of Bangladesh. 

 In case of premature encashment interest will be paid on Saving A/C Rate. 

 A saving account will be needed to be maintained to receive quarterly benefit 

payment. 

 Loan may be granted up to maximum 80% of the forced encashment value on the 

date of loan processing.  

 Loan processing fee be realized BDT 50.00 only and stamp costs also be 

realized. 

 

Monthly Saving Scheme 

Prime Bank Limited offers monthly savings scheme for its retail customers. 

 Build up habit of savings. 

 Attract small savers. 

 Saving for rainy days. 

 Monthly installment sizes are 250, 500, 1000, 1500, 2500, 5000 and in multiples of 5000 

up to BDT 25000. 
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Installments and benefits 

 

Period Simple Interest Rate Effective Interest Rate 

3 years 9.97% 10.44% 

5 years 9.97% 10.44% 

8 years 10.17% 10.66% 

10 years 10.44% 10.97% 

 

 Other Features 

 All taxes/duty/levy and /or any other surcharges presently in force or that may be 

imposed by the Government of Bangladesh  

 In case of pre-mature encashment before 05 years, interest will be paid on 

Savings Account Rate.  

 But in case of early encashment before 08 or 10 years the depositor will get full 

benefit up to previous slab  

 Savings Account Rate for each subsequent year; no interest will be paid for 

fraction year. 

 Upon deposit of installment for at least 01 year (minimum deposit amount must 

be BDT 12,000.00) under this scheme, loan may be granted up to maximum 82% 

of the deposited amount. 

 Loan processing fee be realized BDT 50.00 only and stamp costs also be realized. 

 

Special Savings Scheme (SSS) 

 

 Give maximum benefit. 

 Help in meeting specific needs like education, marriage etc. 

 Deposit becomes more than three (03) times in ten years. 

 Tenure of the deposit is 10(Ten) years. 
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Example 

 

Amount of Deposit Period Amount Payable 

50,000 10 years 1,58,793.00 

 

 Other Features 

 The Minimum amount of deposit is BDT 50,000.00(Fifty Thousand) or its 

multiples. 

 All taxes/duty/levy and /or any other surcharges presently in force or that may be 

imposed by the Government of Bangladesh. 

 In case of premature encashment (after one year) interest will be more than 

running Savings and SND interest rate.  

 In case of premature encashment before one year, no interest will be applicable. 

 

Advance Benefit Deposit Scheme (ABDS) 

 

 Get Extra benefit from minimum Deposit. 

 Maintained for a period of 2(Two) years.  

 Minimum deposit amount 1, 00,000(One Lac) only. 

 

Example 
 

                         Interest Rate Per BDT One Lac 

BDT 1 Lac (One Lac) TK. 9.500 for first year TK. 9,250 for second year 

 

 

 Other Features 

 All taxes/duty/levy and/or any other surcharges presently in force or that may be 

imposed by the government of Bangladesh  

 Loan may be granted up to maximum 70% of deposit. 
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 PBL Interest Rates  

Fixed Deposit Rate 

 

Period Below BDT 1 Crore BDT 1 Crore & Above 

1 month 6.00 % 6.50% 

3 months 8.25% 9.00% 

6 months 8.50% 9.00% 

12 months 8.75% 9.00% 

 

Special Notice Deposit (SND) Account Rates 

     

Less than BDT 1 

Cr. 

BRT 1Cr. to less 

than BDT 25 Cr. 

BRT 25 Cr. to less 

than BDT 50 Cr. 

BDT 50 Cr. to less 

than BDT 100 Cr. 

BDT 100 Cr. and 

above 

4.00% 5.00% 5.50% 5.50% 6.00% 

 

Savings Account Interest Rate:  6.00% 

 

Clearing Section 

 

The main function of clearing section is to operate with safety and security of financial 

transaction of financial instrument like DD (Demand Draft), PO (Pay order), check etc. on behalf 

of the customers through Bangladesh Bank Clearing House, Outside Bank Clearing (OBC), Inter 

Branch Clearing (IBC. 

 

Types of Clearing: 

1) Outward Clearing 

2) Inward Clearing. 
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 Outward Clearing 

When the Branches of our Bank receive cheques from its customers drawn on the other Banks 

within the local clearing zone for collection through Clearing House, it is Outward Clearing. The 

procedures of Outward Clearing are followed: 

 The instruments are received duly signed vouchers. 

 The clearing stamps are affixed on the instrument and it is endorsed with the checking of 

in charge. 

 The particulars of the instruments and the vouchers are entered in the outward clearing 

register. 

 The instruments with schedules received from branches and sent to the clearing house to 

deliver them to the respective bank. 

 These sorts of things are submitted in the first houses or delivery house of Bangladesh 

Bank.  

 

 Inward Clearing 

When the checks of its customer are received for collection from other banks, the following 

should be checked very carefully;  

 The check must be crossed. 

 The check should not carry a date older then the receiving date for more than 6 months. 

 The collecting bank must check whether endorsement is done properly or not. 

 The amount both in words and figures in deposit slip should be same and also it should 

be in conformity with the amount mentioned in words and figures in the checks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transfer to 

Respective bank Head Office 

Respecting branches 

Drawee Deposit to payee Bank 
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Cheque Book 

 

A cheque is “A bill of Exchange drawn of a specified banker and not expressed to be payable 

otherwise than on demand”. To facilitate withdrawals and payments to third parties by the 

customer, bank provides a cheque book to the customer cheque book contains 10 leaves for 

savings account while for current account there are 20 or 50 leaves.  

 

Dishonor of cheque  

 

If the cheque is dishonored, the branch sends a memorandum (cheque return memo) to the 

customer stating one of the following reasons: 

 

 Refer to drawer 

 Not arranged for 

 Effects not cleared. May be presented again 

 Exceeds arrangements 

 Full cover not received 

 Payment stopped by drawer 

 Payee‟s endorsement irregular/ illegible/required 

 Payee‟s endorsement irregular, require bank‟s confirmation 

 Drawer‟s signature differs/ required 

 Alterations in date/ figures/ words require drawer‟s full signature 

 Cheque is postdated / out  of date/ mutilated 

 Amount in words and figures differs 

 Crossed cheque must be presented through a bank 

 clearing stamp required cancellation 

 Addition to bank‟s discharge should be authenticated 

 Cheque crossed “Account payee Only” 

 Collecting bank‟s discharge irregular/ required. 

 

If the cheque is dishonored due to insufficiency of funds, branch charges TK 50 as penalty 
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Bills Collection 

If a party gives a Cheque to a branch of Prime to collect money from a branch of other bank, 

which is not situated in the clearinghouse then Prime collects money through OBC. In case of 

OBC two ways exist to collect money from another bank. 

 

Remittance Section 

The word „Remittance‟ means sending of money from one place to another place through post 

and telegraph. Commercial banks expose this facility to its customers by means of receiving 

money from one branch of the bank and making an easier arrangement for payment to another 

branch within the country. 

Prime remittances are safe, swift, inexpensive and simple. Different types of remittances 

remitted by Prime Bank are  

 

1) Pay Order (PO) 

2) Demand Draft (DD) 

3) Telegraphic Transfer (TT) 

 

All the information about them are shown in the following figure- 

Items  Pay Order Demand draft TT 

Features Pay order is an instruments 

that contains an order for 

payment to the payee only 

in case of local payment 

whether on behalf of the 

bank or its constitution    

-It is drawn b one office 

of a bank upon some 

another office of the 

same bank which is 

payable on demand  

-its payment is to be 

made to the person 

whose name is 

mentioned therein or 

according to his order  

- T.T stands for telex. 

This is a widely used 

mode of transferring 

remittance of fund. 

-To send money 

urgently PBL may be 

requested for TT on 

payment of a nominal 

charge and telegram 

charge  
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Items Pay Order Demand Draft TT 

Information included -Name and account of 

the party who receives 

the money 

-Amount of money to be 

transferred  

-Name of the sender 

branch 

-Name and amount of 

the party who receives 

the money  

-For security purpose a 

confidential test number 

are included in the DD 

block 

-Amount of money to be 

transferred  

-Name of receiver 

branch 

-TT number 

-TT test number 

-Name and account 

number of the payee 

-Power of attorney 

number of the sender 

and receiver of TT 

-The amount of money 

to be transferred  

 

Items Pay Order Demand Draft TT 

Charge/Commission - Up to TK.10, 000, TK. 

25 

- Above BDT 10,000 to 

BDT 1,00,000 – BDT 

50.00 

- Above BDT 1,00,000  

BDT 100.00 

- Cancelling Charge- up 

to BDT 500 – Free, 

above BDT 500- BDT 

300.00 

-0.10% com of the 

principle amount. 

-Postage charge TK. 50 

plus 15% Tax on the 

commission amount.  

-Cancelling Charge – up 

to BDT 500-BDT 

200.00 

-The charge on TT .is 

TK. 50.00. 

-Telephone charge is 

TK.50.00. 

- Commission is 0.10% 

of the principle amount 

-15% VAT on total 

commission. 

Cancelling Charge – up 

to BDT 500-BDT 

200.00 
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 Pay Order (PO) 

 Payment Order is a process of money transfer from payer to payee within a certain clearing area 

through banking channel. It's an order of local payment on behalf of the bank or its constitution. 

A customer can purchase different modes of payment Order such as pay order by cash and pay 

order by check.         

 

Pay order (Issue) 

Following procedure is maintained for the issuance of PO: 

 Customer is supplied with PO form. 

 After filling the form the customer pays the money in cash or by cheque. 

 The concerned officer then issues PO on its specific block. This block has three parts, one 

for bank and other two for the customer. A/C Payee crossing is sealed on all pay orders 

issued by the bank.  

 The officer then writes down the number of the PO block on the PO form.  

 Two authorized officers sign the block.  

 At the end customer is provided with the two parts of the block after signing on the back 

of the banks part.  

 

Pay Order (Payment) 

As the PO issued by the bank is crossed one it is not paid over the counter. On the contrary the 

amount is transferred to the payees‟ account. To transfer the amount the payee must duly stamp 

the PO.  

 

 Demand Draft    

 

This is an order to pay money, drawn by one office of a bank upon another office of the same 

bank for a sum of money in any place, which is outside of the clearing house area of issuing 

branch. It is a negotiable instrument. It can be crossed or not. For payment of DD bank checks 

the „Test Code‟ first mentioned on the draft. If test code agrees, then the bank makes payment. 

The issuing bank sends an advice about the DD to the paying branch, for further confirmation. 

Demand Draft is an instrument containing an order by the issuing branch upon another branch 
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known as drawee branch, to pay a certain sum of money to the payee or to his/her order on 

demand. 

 

 Demand Draft Issue 

 Customer is supplied width DD form. 

 Customer fill up the form which includes the name of the drawer, name of the payee, 

amount of money to be sent, exchange, name of the drawee branch, signature and address 

of the drawer.  

 The customer may pay in cash or by transferring the amount from his/her account (if 

any). 

 After the money is paid and the form is sealed and signed accordingly it is given to the 

DD issuing desk. 

 Upon receiving the form concerned officer issue a DD on a particular block. 

 DD block has two parts, one for bank and another for customer. 

 Bank‟s part contains issuing date, drawer‟s name, payee‟s name, sum of the money and 

name of the drawee branch. Customer‟s part contains issuing date, name of the payee, 

sum of the money and name of the drawee branch. 

 After furnishing all the required information entry of the DD is given in the DD issue 

register and at same time bank issue a DD confirmation slip addressing the drawee 

branch. This confirmation slip is entered into the DD advice issue register and a number 

is put on the confirmation slip from the same register. Later on the bank mails this slip to 

the drawee branch.  

 

At least two officer sign the DD block and the amount is sealed on the DD with a special red seal 

to protect it from material alteration. The number of DD is put on the DD form. Next the 

customer signs on the back of the DD and is supplied with his/her part of DD.  

 

Duplicate DD issue 

 If the customer reports that original DD purchased by him/her is lost or stolen and produces 

legal documents then the bank may issue a duplicate DD.  
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Demand Draft Payment  

When a DD is brought for payment, the branch check out the following matters: 

 Whether the DD is drawn on them 

 Whether it is crossed or not 

 Whether it is properly signed by authorized officers of the issuing branch 

 The branch then checks out whether the confirmation slip has arrived or not 

 If the confirmation has not arrived, the DD is given entry in the Ex-advice register.  

 

Stop Payment of Demand Draft   

The issuing can issue instructions to the drawee bank to stop the payment of the DD issued by 

them only on written request of the drawer and should inform the drawee bank immediately. 

Once the drawee branch made the payment, no action can be taken against it.  

 

 Telegraphic Transfer (TT) 

In case of TT the issuing branch sends a telegraphic message to another branch to pay a certain 

some of money to a named payee account. Test code is furnished on the TT message for the 

protection of it. Generally for such kind of transfer, payee should have account with the paying 

bank; otherwise it is very difficult for the paying bank to recognize the exact payee.  

At customer‟s request branch transfers fund to another branch through telex and it is known as 

the TT, in short. TT facility is available only in that branch having telex facility. The procedure 

of issuing and paying TT‟s are stated below: 

 

TT (Issue) 

 Customer fills up the TT form and pays the amount along with commission in cash or by 

cheque. 

 The respected officer issues a cost memo after receiving the TT form with payment seal, 

then signs it and at last give it to the customer.  

 Next a TT confirmation slip is issued and its entry is given in the TT issues register. 

 A test number is also put on the face of the slip. Two authorized officer signs this slip. 

 Telex operator then transfers the message to the drawee branch mentioning the amount, 

name of the payee, and name of the issuing branch, date and test number.  

 The confirmation slip is send by post.  
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TT (Payment) 
 

 When a TT arrives through telex it is sent to the respected officer for the verification of 

the test number. If the test number is OK, the officers write down „Test Agreed‟ on it and 

sign it. Otherwise a message is sent back to the issuing branch for the correction of the 

test number.   

 After agreeing the test the branch issues a debit voucher and accredit voucher – debiting 

the issuing branch and crediting the payees account. Branch also issues a credit advice 

slip addressing the payee informing him/her about the arrival of the money.  

 Later, when the confirmation slip arrives the contra date, on which the payment was 

made, is put on it and the officer sign it.  
` 

Cash Section 
 

Cash is the most liquid asset and it should be dealt very carefully. So this department is really 

handed with intensive care. This department starts the day with cash in vault. All cash receipts 

and payments are made through this department.  

 

Cash section is a very sensitive organ of the branch and handle with extra care. I was not 

authorized to deal in this section because of its sensitivity. But I was fortunate enough to know 

the procedures of this section. Operation of this section begins at the start of the banking hour. 

Cash officer beings his/her transaction with taking money from the vault, known as the opening 

cash balance. Vault is kept in a much secured room. Keys to the room are kept under control of 

cash officer and branch in charge. The amount of opening cash balance is entered into a register. 

After whole day‟s transaction, the surplus money remains in the cash counter is put back in the 

vault and known as the closing balance. Money is received and paid in this section. 

 

Cash Receipt 

When clients deposit cash in the bank, the bank officer on receipt of the cash and the pay in 

slip/credit voucher shall: 

 Check and count the received cash. 

 Make sure that the amount in word and number in the deposit slip are same. 

 Check the account title and the number. 

 Both the deposit slip is in order. 
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 Depositor‟s signature is in the slip. 

 Receive seal in the slip is a must. 

 Write the domination of the currency at the back of the pay in slip or the credit voucher 

and affix stamp in the slip/voucher. 

 Enter particulars of in slip/credit voucher in the receiving cash officer book. 

 At least, send the pay in slip/voucher to the deposit department or to the respective 

department. 

 Deposit slip must be signed by the respective officer. 

 Carbon copy of the deposit slip must be handover to the client with proper seal and 

signature. 

 

Cash Payment 

Cheques, demand drafts, pay orders, pay slips and debit cash vouchers etc. are received from 

various departments for payment of cash to customers/payees. Prior payment of cash it is the 

officer‟s duty to make sure that the cheque/or the instrument has been genuinely passed.  

 

The following common precaution is thoroughly practiced before honoring a cheque: 
 

 Check of it is an open or crossed check. 

 The branch name in the cheque. 

 The date in the cheque is very crucial. Cheques are normally valid six months and pre-

dated cheques are asked to present after the date given. 

 Tk in words and figure of the cheque is same. 

 Balance in the account is available. 

 The apparent tenor of the cheque. Whether any figure, date or anything has been altered 

in the cheque presented. If any, then the respective officer must check whether the client 

is making his signature for alteration or not. 

 The specimen card signature and signature in the cheque should match. 

 Signature of recipient is obtained on the reverse of cheque. 

 In case, where a prior arrangement has been made with the bank, a client may overdraw 

against a cheque. 
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Ratio Analysis of Prime Bank Limited 

 

 
 

Ratio Formula 
Year 

2012 2013 2014 

Return on Equity 

(ROE) 
Net Income / Total Equity Capital 12.98% 7.94% 9.78% 

 

Interpretation:  

The return on equity ratio (ROE) measures how much the shareholders earned for their 

investment in the company. The higher the ratio percentage, the more efficient management is in 

utilizing its equity base and the better return is to investors. Over the last three years the ROE 

ratio of PBL has been fluctuating. In 2014, Prime Bank‟s Shareholders earned TK.9.78 for every 

TK.100 invested into the bank.  

 

 

2012 2013 2014

12.98% 

7.94% 
9.78% 

Return on Equity (ROE) 

1.14% 

0.75% 

0.94% 

2012

2013

2014

Return on Assets (ROA) 
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Ratio Formula 
Year 

2012 2013 2014 

Return on Assets 

(ROA) 
Net Income / Total Assets 1.14% 0.75% 0.94% 

 

Interpretation 

Return on assets (ROA) is primarily an indicator of managerial efficiency; it indicates how 

capable management has been in converting assets into net earnings. Over the last three years the 

ROA of PBL has been fluctuating. In 2014, Prime Bank Ltd. has been able to convert Tk 0.94 to 

profit for every Tk 100.00 investment. 
 

 
 

 

Ratio Formula 
Year 

2012 2013 2014 

Net Interest Margin 
(Interest Income – Interest Expense) /  

Total Assets
2
 

3.61% 2.75% 1.91% 

 

 

Interpretation: 

 

Net interest margin is a measure of   how successful a firm's investment decisions are 

compared to its debt situations. A negative value denotes that the firm did not make an 

optimal decision, because interest expenses were greater than the amount of returns generated 

by investments. On the other hand, Positive value refers that returns are greater than interest 

expenses. Over the last three years Net Interest Margin of PBL has been decreasing. In 2014, 

Net Interest Margin of PBL is 1.91% which is positive that means investing strategy is 

successful. 

3.61% 

2.75% 

1.91% 

2012 2013 2014

Net Interest Margin 
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Ratio Formula 
Year 

2012 2013 2014 

Net Noninterest Margin 

(Noninterest Revenues – Provision for 

loan and lease losses – Noninterest 

Expenses) /  Total Assets
2
 

1.60% 1.48% 1.52% 

 

Interpretation: 

The Net Noninterest Margin measures the amount of non-interest revenues stemming from 

service fees the financial firm has been able to collect relative to the amount of non-interest costs 

incurred (including salaries and wages, repair and maintenance of facilities, and loan loss 

expenses). Over the last three years Net Noninterest Margin of PBL has been fluctuating. In, 

2014 Net Noninterest Margin of PBL 1.52 % which is positive that means noninterest revenues 

are greater than non interest costs. 

 

 

1.60% 

1.48% 

1.52% 

2012 2013 2014

Net Noninterest Margin 

5.69% 

5.28% 

4.67% 
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Net Operating Margin 
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Ratio Formula 
Year 

2012 2013 2014 

Net Operating Margin 
Total Operating Revenues – Total 

Operating Expenses) / Total Assets 
5.69% 5.28% 4.67% 

 

Interpretation: 

Net Operating margin is a measure of profitability. It indicates how much of each Taka 

of revenues is left over after both costs of goods sold and operating expenses are considered. 

Over the last three years Net Operating Margin of PBL has been decreasing .In 2014, Net 

Operating Margin of PBL is 4.67 % which means operating income is Tk. 4.67 for every Tk. 100 

worth of assets. 

 

 

 

Ratio Formula 
Year 

2012 2013 2014 

Earnings per Share 

(EPS) 

Net Income / Common Equity Shares 

Outstanding 
2.88 1.78 2.32 

 

Interpretation: 

Earnings per Share represent the portion of a company's profit allocated to each outstanding 

share of common stock. It is the net income (reported or estimated) for a period divided by the 

total number of shares outstanding (TSO) during that period. Over the last three years, EPS of 

PBL has been fluctuating. In 2014, EPS of PBL is 2.32 which means each share would receive 

Tk. 2.32 
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Recommendation 

 

After completing my survey and informal interview with the customers of General Banking 

Department of Prime bank Ltd, I have recognized some problems that have been facing by the 

customers. These problems are given below: 

 

 Account Opening Procedure 

 Lengthy Procedure to Deposit & Withdraw 

 Interest Rate 

 Customer Care 

 Scarcity of employees 

 Lack of Trained Manpower 

 Evening Service 

 Process Complexity while Dealing with Big Transaction. 

 Dissatisfaction with ATM Facilities and No. of ATM Booth 

 Consciousness about customer opinion 

 Shortage of locker service 
 

After observing these consequences I have recommended some solutions, which are given 

below: 

 

 Account Opening Procedure: 

During the survey and informal interviews with the customers I came to know that the introducer 

for Savings and Current Account is one of the major problems to them. Though now PBL has 

started online banking but all of its branches are not online. On the other hand the signature of 

the customers of other branches most of the times are not scanned so that if any customer of 

other branch of PBL introduces the applicant then it is impossible to verify the signature. To 

solve this problem the online branches should update their account holders‟ signature regularly 

and the process of on-line conversion of the banks must be faster. 
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 Lengthy Procedure to Deposit & Withdraw: 

Prime Bank Limited, Ring-Road branch should provide quick service of deposit and withdrawal 

of cash for their valuable customers. As the customers need not wait for long time so more cash 

counting machine and sufficient manpower should be provided in this area. 

 

 Interest Rate: 

PBL should increase its interest rate of some of its products by this it can attract more customers 

willing to open their accounts in the bank.    

 

  Customer care: 

Ring-Road Branch of Prime Bank Limited should more concern about customer service. It 

should provide more trained manpower to support the customer and help them to solve their 

enquiries.  

 

 Lack of Trained Manpower: 

While doing my internship in Ring-Road Prime Bank, I have noticed that there are shortages of 

manpower only eleven officers are employed in Ring-Road branch. ""It has huge number of 

customers but to deal with these customers the manpower is not sufficient. So that there must be 

right number of employees in the right place and the PBL should provide behavioral training to 

the employees to deal with the customers more efficiently and more smartly.  

 

 Evening Service: 

Now a day evening banking is well-known and warmly acceptable services from the perspective 

of the customer. In today‟s busy world everybody is busy with his or her activities in the whole 

day. It is difficult for them to find out a few times to go to the bank. So if the bank especially 

Ring-Road branch establish their evening banking services then it will be beneficial for the 

customer. 
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 Process Complexity while Dealing with Big Transaction: 

If anyone wants to withdraw a big amount of money he needs to inform the branch 7 days 

earlier. So if anyone needs instant money he/she cannot withdraw money at that time. So the 

branch needs to increase its fund capacity. 

 

 Dissatisfaction with ATM Facilities and No. of ATM Booth: 

Few days ago Ring-Road Branch has started its ATM facility. It should provide ATM debit 

Cards to its valued customers faster so that the satisfaction level of the customers accelerated. On 

the other hand PBL should increase its number of ATM booth to make convenient use for its 

customers. 

 

 Consciousness about Customer Opinion: 

Customer opinion is very important for the development of a service oriented organization. So if 

the branch consider the customers opinion then it will be helpful to the Bank also. They can 

place a customer opinion box where the customer can write down their opinion and drop that to 

the box. By this the banks can get important information from their client and the customers also 

think that they are valuable to the bank. 

 

 Shortage of Locker Service: 

While doing my internship in Ring-Road Prime Bank, I have noticed that in Ring-Road Branch 

of PBL there is shortage of Locker. No new customer can occupy a locker in this branch so that 

the customers who live close to the branch have to face difficulty to go for another branch. If this 

branch can increase its locker facility then it will be helpful to for the customers. 
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Conclusion 

 

In this competitive market Prime Bank Ltd. competes not only with the others commercial banks 

but also with the public Bank sector banks and has been able to throw in more positive 

contributing towards economic development of Bangladesh as compared to other banks. The 

organization is much more structured and it is relentless in pursuit of business innovation and 

improvement. It has a reputation as a leader in financing manufacturing sector. Client 

Relationships unit of Prime Bank has the major contribution to the overall revenue of the bank. 

This core unit of corporate banking group is with the basic job of attracting and persuading new 

customers as well as providing superior service value to the existing customers. 

 

Prime Bank needs to restructure its client relationships department, should concentrate more on 

relationship manager recruitment and development process, and should ensure more cordial 

working environment and more sincere efforts from the relationship managers. As client 

relationships performance depend on proper functioning of a group of internal departments as a 

team, internal co-ordination should be ensured. Moreover Client Relationships department needs 

to be more customer-oriented. 
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